Avast Free Mac Security
Speed, functional design, real-time operation and ease of use. e same reasons people buy Mac computers also apply to our
Avast Free Mac Security. Macs were more immune to malware threats in the past, but their increasing popularity and greater
market share have made them a hot new target for hackers. Now you can be assured that no virus will take away your control.

KEY FEATURES - AVAST FREE MAC SECURITY
ANTIVIRUS AND ANTI-MALWARE
We continue to improve the world’s most trusted antivirus and anti-malware engines
to keep you better protected. We send security updates the size of a text message
several times an hour to keep your protection completely up-to-date.

WEB SHIELD
Protect yourself from hacked websites contaminated with malicious scripts
and infected ﬁles without slowing down your web browsing. Web Shield provides
continuous, real-time protection.

FULLY CUSTOMIZABLE MALWARE SCANNER
Check your computer for viruses, malware and Potentially Unwanted Programs (PUPs)
by analyzing ﬁle content. You can scan your whole system, including time machine
backups, removable drives, and network drives, or specify which ﬁles and folders to scan.

SECURE HTTPS SCANNING
Web Shield can also scan encrypted connections and HTTPS scanning prevents nearly
2 million users from downloading malware from infected “secure” websites every
month. You stay protected because the HTTPS connections are still encrypted like they
were before the scan. Secure, trusted sites such as your bank can be excluded from
HTTPS scanning.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:

VIRUS CHEST
Safely isolate ﬁles and stop them from running, without aﬀecting computer
performance. All threatening ﬁles detected by the scans and ﬁlesystem shield
are moved to the Virus Chest. Files incorrectly labeled as threatening can always
be restored.
FILE SYSTEM SHIELD
Scan ﬁles and applications automatically to stop them from running or opening when
anything suspicious is detected. Downloads from ﬁle-sharing and instant messaging
programs are also scanned automatically.
MAIL SHIELD
Scan incoming email messages and their attachments for viruses and mark them
as clean or infected. Malware attachments are removed before messages are delivered.
You can enable scans of secure server connections or exclude trusted mail servers
from scanning to optimize connection speed.
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AVAST ACCOUNT INTEGRATION
Manage all of your protected devices from within the Avast Free Mac Security using
the My Avast Account console. Here you can check the status of your devices
and add new ones. You can also get points redeemable for badges, free products,
and upgrades by recruiting friends and using the product.
ONLINE SECURITY PLUGIN
Chrome and Firefox users can use this community-powered, website reputation
and ratings plugin that warns you about phishing sites, displays website ratings
next to search results, and automatically corrects mistyped URLs to direct you
to legitimate sites.

For full product details, please visit: www.avast.com
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OPERATING SYSTEMS SUPPORTED:
Mac OS X 10.6.x (Snow Leopard)
Mac OS X 10.7.x (Lion)
Mac OS X 10.8.x (Mountain Lion)
Mac OS X 10.9.x (Mavericks)
Mac OS X 10.10.x (Yosemite)
MINIMUM HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS:
64-bit Intel-based Mac

